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CLARO Hollow wall/post
block
Claro is a solution for those looking for impressive and at the same time
practical fencing concepts. Blocks with a  surface with visible grain are used
to build fences of simple forms. They come in 2 sizes: 80x40x17.5 cm and
80x20x17.5 cm. The large format makes the assembly of the fence fast, and the built
elements are stable and durable.

Claro blocks are characterized  by their versatility. They can be built-in around
houses and gardens maintained in both modern and more classic styles. They
make it possible to create traditional fences with low foundations, narrower posts
with a span between them, the posts themselves or less conventional ones,  with
a fuller structure (high foundations or uniform walls). Colours in shades of gray
allows to be matched with different colors dominating the surroundings of the house,
and above all the shades of paving, slabs and decorative elements in the Bruk offer.

 

Color chart

Royal

light gothic gray anthracite

Recommendations and information:

Recommended mounting of the foundation: “overlap”. Installation of “block above the block” only in the case of anchoring the blocks
between themselves. Hollow bricks can be installed overlapping or one above the other. The fence may only be built on a properly made
continuous foundation. Use dry pre-assembly. Install with sealing glue. Moisten before filling with concrete. Pour concrete in 1-2 layers
at a time. Install the anchors in the concrete core. Remove any dirt generated during mounting on an ongoing basis. If unevenness is found, grind
the upper surface to ensure that the blocks adhere exactly to each other.

Intended for use with CLARO caps.

Production: made with the use of the one-ply technology

Attention: For technological reasons pallet’s weight may change.

Shapes and dimensions



Product details

Number of elements in the system: 1

Appearance: smooth surface, 2 sizes

Designation: walls and pillars, flower beds, construction of the fence wall, construction of the fence posts

Material: vibro-pressed concrete

Logistic data

Pallet weight [kg]

40x80 cm: 620

20x80 cm: 760

Number of layers per pallet

40x80 cm, 20x80 cm: 4

Number of pieces per pallet

40x80 cm: 12 pcs

20x80 cm: 24 pcs

See the product online on your smartphone


